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Resumen

En este trabajo se aborda el problema de la observabilidad de Sistemas Híbridos

(HS), en particular los Sistemas Lineales Conmutados (SLS),
donde la dinámica con

tinua está representada por una familia de sistemas lineales y la discreta por una

red de Petri. El problema de la observabilidad consiste en determinar los estados

del sistema, tanto continuos como discretos, y el uso de sistemas lineales y redes de

Petri facilita el análisis de esta propiedad en los sistemas híbridos. La observabili

dad es una propiedad fundamental de los sistemas dinámicos ya que permite
diseñar

controladores de retroalimentación de estados y diagnosticadores de fallas.

En particular, este trabajo muestra cómo la información obtenida de la familia

de sistemas lineales puede ser usada en el análisis de observabilidad de la red de

Petri y vice versa, para así obtener una caracterización de la observabilidad en HS.

Además se presenta el diseño de observadores asintóticos híbridos. En este trabajo,

el estado discreto no se conoce. Observadores de Luenberger junto con identificación

de sistemas se utilizan para distinguir entre sistemas lineales. Cada sistema lineal

puede ser no observable.

También se busca determinar condiciones necesarias y suficientes para la controla

bilidad de SLS. Se presenta al Control Predictivo (MPC) como una técnica de control

adecuada para sistemas lineales y para SLS, así como alternativas para el diseño de

leyes de control para MPC.
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Abstract

This work deals with Observability in finite time ofHybrid Systems (HS), in particular

Switched Linear Systems (SLS). It deals with the possibility of recovering the discrete

as well as the continuous states of the hybrid system. Observability is a fundamental

property of dynamic systems since it allows to implement state feedback controllers or

fault diagnosers. Through this work, the continuous part of the systems is represented

by a non autonomous Linear System family, and the discrete part is modeled by an

interpreted Petri net (IPN).

Based on this model, a novel characterization of the observability in linear hybrid

systems, that exploits the information of the input and the output of the IPN as well

as the structure of the linear systems, is presented. It is shown that the information of

the continuous systems can be used to achieve observability of the discrete system and

vice versa. In the present work, the discrete state is unknown, Luenberger observers

together with identification are used to distinguish between LS and each LS may not

be observable.

Search for necessary and sufficient conditions for controllability of SLS is included

on this research. Model Predictive Control (MPC) is presented as an adequate control

technique for linear systems and SLS. Different approaches are used for the design of

the model predictive control law.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Hybrid systems (HS) are dynamic systems in which there exists an interaction be

tween a continuous system and a Discrete Event System (DES). This means that

in the hybrid system there are continuous and discrete states, in such a way that

the behaviour of the continuous part affects the behaviour of the discrete part and

viceversa. HS are present in control systems where systems of different structure

commute, like power systems, flexible manufacturing systems, air traffic management

systems, robots, computer hard drives, etc.

Due to the wide application range and the importance of this kind of systems, HS

control is an essential topic in control systems theory. It is important to characterize

basic structural properties of HS that will lead to the development and implementa

tion of efficient control squemes.

Among the most important structural properties of any dynamic system there

are the observability and controllability notions. These concepts are fundamental to

determine system properties and to establish an adecúate control scheme.

Main objectives in this research are the study and characterization of observability

properties for HS, particulary for switched linear systems (SLS), where interpreted

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Petri nets (IPN) [1] are used to model the discrete part, and a family of linear

systems T to represent the continuous part of the SLS. It is .assumed that neither

the continuous part ñor the discrete part are necessarily autonomous. Objectives also

include the study of controllability properties for HS and control.

There exist several works addressing problems in HS, for instance [2] and [3] deal

with controllability in HS; [4] and [5] deal with stability. In the later it is proved

that the problem of stability in hybrid systems is NP-hard. However, if it is possible

to compute a Lyapunov function for all linear systems L5¿ £ T then stability is

guarantied. It has also been proved that the controllability in some HS subclasses is

an NP-hard problem.

The study of observability [6] in SLS is primordial, since in the SLS exhibiting this

property several control architectures can be used, such as feedback pole placement,

regulation control, fault diagnosers, etc. When a SLS exhibits the observability

property, it is possible to compute the whole system state, i.e. the continuous and

discrete states. Unfortunately, the current results characterizing this property for

this type of systems are restricted to autonomous systems, leading to computational

complex algorithms.

Observability in SLS has been widely studied since it allows to design state feed

back controllers, to detect which LS is evolving, to detect and isolate faults, etc. In [7]

the observability and controllability of SLS is addressed under the assumption that

the discrete events sequence is known. In [2], the study of Piecewise-Affine Hybrid

Systems (PAHS) is considered. That paper introduces the concept of incremental

observability, which is centered on the possibility of reconstructing the hybrid state

as the system evolves. The characterization of incremental observability requires the

solution of a mixed-integer linear problem, leading to inefficient algorithms. In [8],

the observability of Jump Linear Systems ( JLS) was characterized. The main results

of that paper are the necessary and sufficient conditions for recovering the continuous
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and discrete states in infinitesimal time, as well as for detecting the commutation

times. In [9] the results of [8] were extended to PAHS, which is a larger class than

JLS. That paper provides sufficient conditions for observability, observability after the

execution of a single discrete event, observability in infinitesimal time and detection

of the commutation times. Although the conditions of [8] and [9] can be analyzed

efficiently, those works are constrained to autonomous systems (i.e. systems without

inputs).

In [10] the observability of non autonomous SLS is addressed. However it restricts

its study to the computation of a control law u (■) in such a way that the hybrid state

evolution can be recovered from the observed output. Thus, it does not guarantee

to compute the state evolution if a closed loop controller scheme is used. In [11],

characterizations of observability, reachability and controllability were studied for

a class of hybrid systems where the discrete evolution is governed by controllable

discrete transitions. The authors derived the conditions to reconstruct the initial

continuous state measuring the continuous outputs and inputs for a fixed discrete

sequence. Unfortunately, real discrete transitions could be uncontrollable, limiting

these results to a small class of hybrid systems.

In [12] and [13] an observability characterization for non autonomous discrete-

time SLS is presented. The authors presented an observability characterization under

arbitrary discrete state sequences. The authors defined the concept of discernability

of discrete state sequences to present mode observability, which is similar to the

state distinguishability notion presented in [8] and [9]. In [14], the authors extended

[12] and [13] to the continuous-time case. In that paper, the characterization of

control-discernability (discernability on non autonomous systems) is focused on the

existence of a continuous input allowing to distinguish between discrete states by

their continuous outputs.

The HS observer design problem has been also addressed in several works. In
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[15], for instance, it was presented the design of a family of Luenberger observers
for

continuous systems under the assumption that the discrete state is known. In [16] the

design of observers for the discrete part is combined with the design of Luenberger

observers. In [17] it was presented the design of a Luenberger-like observer for
a class

of SLS, called detectable switching systems, under the assumption that the discrete

state of the switching system is known.

1.1 Objectives and goals

General objectives and goals of the research on observability and controllability of

SLS:

Objectives:

1. To characterize observability in SLS.

2. To develop an hybrid observer for SLS.

3. To characterize controllability in SLS.

4. To develop an hybrid controller for SLS.

Goals:

1. The use of geometrical tools to analyze SLS will lead to structural characteri

zation of observability in SLS.

2. Information from the discrete part of the SLS will be used to gain observability

in the continuous part of the system, and viceversa.

3. To design observers for a class of observable SLS.

4. To characterize controllability conditions in SLS.
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5. To design a controller for a class of SLS.

1.2 Outcomes

Journal publications, book chapters and conference exposure were possible from

achieved objectives. Most relevant references are listed next.

1. Rubio-Gómez, L.; Gomez-Gutierrez, D.; Ramirez-Trevio, A.; Ruiz-Leon, J.;

Ramirez-Prado, G.; Diagnosability in Switched Linear Systems; Book chapter

in: "Petri nets Applications"; In-Teh; 2010.

2. Gomez-Gutierrez, D.; Ramirez-Prado, G; Ramirez-Trevio, A.; Ruiz-Leon, J.;

Observability of Switched Linear Systems; IEEE Transactions on Industrial In-

formatics; 6:2, 127-135; 2009.

3. Gomez-Gutierrez, D.; Ramirez-Prado, G; Ramirez-Treviño, A. lk Ruiz-Leon,

J.; Joint State-Mode Observer Design for Switched Linear Systems; IEEE Inter

national Conference on Emerging Technologies and Factory Automation; Ham

burg, Germany; 2009.

4. Ramirez-Prado, G; Gomez-Gutierrez, D.; Ramirez-Treviño, A. & Ruiz-Leon, J.;

Observability of Switched Linear Systems; Book chapter in: "Recent advances

in Control Systems, Robotics and Automation"; Third edition; 2008.

5. Ramirez-Prado, G; Gomez-Gutierrez, D.; Ramirez-Treviño, A. & Ruiz-Leon,

J.; Observability of Switched Linear Systems; International Journal of Factory

Automation, Robotics and Soft Computing; 2008.

6. Ramírez, Guillermo; Ramírez Treviño, Antonio; Ruiz León, Javier; Observ

ability of a class of Switched Linear Systems; IFAC Workshop on Dependable

Control of Discrete Systems; Paris, France; 2007.
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1.3 Outline

This work is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 presents basic concepts related with linear systems, Petri nets and the

observability in these types of systems.

Observability of DES is presented in Chapter 3. It is shown how the continuous

information of a SLS can be used, for a DES that is not observable, to be observable.

The concept of distinguishability in linear systems is presented and how using this

concept, the Interpreted Petri net could become event detectable.

Chapter 4 presents how the discrete system information can be used in the ob

servability of the continuous system. It is shown that when the discrete marking is

known, then the structure of the current evolving linear system is known, and from

there, the discrete marking sequence and the continuous state can be computed, even

in the case when the linear systems are not observable. From these results, joint ob

servability is stated. The main idea is to use information from both the discrete and

the continuous part to achieve observability, even when the discrete and the countin-

uous part of the SLS are unobservable. The design of SLS observers is presented in

Chapter 5.

Chapter 6 presents Controllability of SLS. Model Predictive Control (MPC) is

presented for periodic discrete-time time-varying linear systems, that may be extended

to SLS.

Finally in Chapter 7 conclusions and future work are presented.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

This chapter presents the definitions of linear systems [6] , [18] , [19] and Interpreted

Petri nets [20], [21], [22] since they conform the structure of hybrid systems [23] [24]

studied in this work. The chapter also presents the main results in observability for

these types of systems.

2.1 Linear Systems

A linear time-invariant dynamic system (LS) is represented by the dynamic state

equation

xff) = Ax (t) + Bu (t)
E : {

W VJ W

(2.1)

^

y(t) = Cx (t)

where A, B, and C are n x n, n x p and qx n constants matrices. The state space

generated by all possible solutions to x(t) of the LS (2.1) is X.

Remark 2.1 Through this work the notation T,(A,B,C) will be used to denote a

particular LS represented by the state equation (2.1).
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The solution to the linear time invariant dynamic equation given by (2.1) is

x (t) = eAtx0 + í e^-^Bu (r) dr (2.2)
Jo

and:

y (t) = CeAtx0 + f CeA«-T)Bu (r) dr. (2.3)
Jo

Previous solution can also be expressed in the frequency domain. Using the

Laplace transform of (2.2) and (2.3)

X (s) = (sí
- A)'1 x0 + (si

- A)'1 BU (s) (2.4)

and:

Y (s) = C (si
- A)'1 x0 + C (si

- A)'1 BU (s) (2.5)

respectively, where U (s) and Y (s) are the Laplace transform of u (t) and y (t) re

spectively.

The rational-function matrix

G (s) = C (si
- A)'1 B (2.6)

is named the transfer function matrix of the dynamic system £ (A, B,C) .

2.1.1 Observability of Linear Dynamic Equations

Definition 2.2 A LS, E (^4, B, C) ,
is said to be observable at to if there exists a

finite 1 1 > fo such that for any state xo at time t0, the knowledge of the input u [t0, ti]

and the output y [to, fi] over the time interval [to, ¿i] suffices to determine the state

x0- Otherwise, the dynamic equation T.(A,B,C) is said to be unobservable at t0.

Theorem 2.3 Let E (A, B, C) be a LS. E (A, B, C) is observable if and only if any

of the following conditions is satisfied:
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1. All columns ofCeAt are linearly independent over the time period [O, oo] and C,

the field of complex numbers.

V All columns of C (si
— A)-1 are linearly independent over C.

2. The observability grammian

Wot = / eA'TC*CeArdr
Jo

is nonsingular for any t > 0.

(2.7)

3. The nq x n observability matrix

0(A,C) =

C

CA

CA2

CA
n-l

(2.8)

has rank n.

4- For every eigenvalue A of A (and consequently for any A in C) the (n + q) x n

complex matrix
*"

XI- A

(2.9)
C

has rank n, or equivalently si
— A and C are right coprime.

5. The unobservable subspace M of (C,A) is the trivial subspace 0, i.e.

n

AT-^pIker^-1) =0 (2.10)
¿=i

or equivalently, there exists a nontrivial subspace of states V, such that V is

A — invariant (AV C V) and V C ker C.
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Proof. The proofs of statements 1 - 4 are presented in [6] and [18], the proof of

statement 5 is presented in [19]. ■

Remark 2.4 In this work it is assumed that the linear equation in 2.1 is scalar, that

is, it has only one input and one output.

2.2 Interpreted Petri Nets

Interpreted Petri nets are an extensión of the Petri nets. Next definitions present the

Petri nets and, afterwards the Interpreted Petri nets are presented.

Definition 2.5 A Petri Net structure G is a bipartite digraph represented by the

4-tuple G = (P, T, I, O) where:

• P = {pi,P2, ■ ■ ■ ,pr} is a finite set of vértices called places,

• T = {ti, t2, . . .

, tm} is a finite set of vértices called transitions,

• I : P xT —> Z+ is a function representing the weighted ares going from places

to transitions,

• O : P x T —y Z+ is a function representing the weighted ares going from

transitions to places, where Z+ is the set of nonnegative integers.

The symbol 'tj denotes the set of all places p¿ such that 7(p¿, tj) =¿ 0 and t,*' the

set of all places p¿ such that 0(putj) ^ 0. Analogously, *p¿ denotes the set of all

transitions tj such that <3(p,,tj) --¿ 0 and p^ the set of all transitions tj such that

I(pi,tj) t¿ 0. Pictorially, places are represented by circles, transitions are represented

by rectangles, and ares are depicted as arrows.

The pre-incidence matrix of G is C~ = [c~], where cZ = I(pi,tj); the post-

incidence matrix of G is C+ = [cí], where c+ = 0(pi,tj); and the incidence matrix
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of G is C = C+ - C~ The marking function M : P —► Z+ is a mapping from each

place to the nonnegative integers representing the number
of tokens (depicted as dots)

residing inside each place. The marking of a PN is usually expressed as an n-entry

vector.

Definition 2.6 A Petri Net system or Petri Net (PN) is the pair N = (G, M0),

where G is a PN structure and Mo is an initial token distribution.

In a PN system, a transition t¿ is enabled at marking Mk if Vp.* G P, Mk(p.) >

I(pi,tj); an enabled transition tj can be fired reaching a new marking Mk+i which

can be computed using the Petri net state equation

Mk+1 = Mk + Cvk, (2.11)

where vk(i) = 0, i 7*- j, vk(j) = 1, this equation is called the PN state equation.

The reachability set of a PN is the set of all possible reachable marking from M0

firing only enabled transitions; this set is denoted by R(G, M0).

Definition 2.7 An Interpreted Petri Net (IPN) is the 4-tuple Q = (JV,E,A,</>)

where:

• N = (G, M0) is a PN system.

• E = {ai, a.2, ••-■ oír} is the input alphabet of the net, where ai is an input symbol.

• A : T —> E U {e} is a labelling function of transitions with the following con

straint: Vtj}tk £T, j j- k, ifVpi I(Pi,tj) = I(Pi,tk) 7**- 0 and both A(t-) ± e,

A(t*) ^ e, then X(tj) ^ A(tfe). In this case £ represents an internal system

event.

• xp : R(Q,M0) -* (I.+ )q is an output function, that associates to each marking

in R(Q, M0) an output vector. Here q is the number of outputs.
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Remarks:

1. In this work (Q, M0) will be used instead of Q = (TV, E, A, ip) to emphasize the

f.act that there is an initial marking in an IPN.

2. Function tp is a q x r matrix, where q is the number of places representing

measurable states in the DES and r is the number of places in the model

(G, M0) . Each column of this matrix is an elementary or nuil vector. If the

output symbol i is present (turned on) every time that M(pj) > 1, then <p(i,j) =

1, otherwise tp(i, j) = 0.

3. Equivalent transitions are not allowed, i.e. it is assumed that Vt¿,tj such that

t¿ *j¿ tj,X(ti) = X(tj), it holds that C(-,i) ^ C(-,j). This is not a major

constraint because those transitions are redundant.

4. Notice that by definition of A, IPN are deterministic [25] over labeled tran

sitions, i.e. two transitions with the same associated input symbol (different

from symbol e) cannot have the same input places. However, they can be non

deterministic [25] over unlabeled transitions (those tj such that A(fj) -= e).

A transition tj G T of an IPN is enabled at marking Mk if Vp¿ G P, Mk(pi) ^

I(Pi,tj). If A(tj) = a¿ t¿ £ is present and tj is enabled, then tj must fire. If A(tj) = e

and tj is enabled then tj can be fired. When an enabled transition tj is fired in

a marking Mk, then a new marking Mk+i is reached. This fact is represented as

Mk —> Mk+i and Mk+Í can be computed using the dynamic part of the IPN state

equation:

Mk+1 = Mk + Cvk

(2.12)
yk
=

tp (Mk)

where C and vk are defined as in PN and yk G (Z+ )q is the k — th output vector of

the IPN.
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According to functions A and tp, transitions and places of an IPN (Q, Mo) can be

classified as follows.

Definition 2.8 // A(t¿) ^ e the transition t¿ is said to be manipulated. Otherwise

it is non manipulated. A place p¿ G P is said to be measurable if the i
— th column,

vector of tp is not nuil, i.e. tp(x*,i) *-¿ 0. Otherwise it is non measurable. A place pi is

said to be computable if it is measurable andVj, i ^ j, tp(»,i) ^ </>(•, .?')■ Otherwise it

is non computable.

Notice that computable places are measurable and the marking of these places

can be computed from the output (no other place, when it is marked, generates the

same output valué of function tp).

2.2.1 Petri nets properties

Definition 2.9 Let o = tjtjtfc... be a firing transition sequence. The Parikh vector

~~o : T —> (Z+)m of o maps every transition t G T to the number of occurrences of

t in o.

Definition 2.10 A P-semiflow of a Petri Net G is a rational-valued solution of the

equation YT
■ C — 0

The following proposition presents a fundamental property of P-semiflows

Proposition 2.11 Let (G, M0) be a Petri Net system, and let I be a P-semiflow of

G then VM G R(G, M0) I M = I MQ

Definition 2.12 A T-semiflow of a Petri Net G is a rational-valued solution of the

equation C-Y — 0
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Proposition 2.13 Let o be a finite sequence of transitions of a net G which is enabled

at a marking M. Then the Parikh vector o is a T-semiflow iffM -—. M (i. e. iff the

occurrence of o reproduces the marking M).

Definition 2.14 A sequence of input-output symbols of (Q,M0) is a sequence u
=

(o¡o, Vo) («i, Ui) ■ ■ ■ (an, yn) where Qj G E U {e} and ai+í is the current input of the

IPN when the output changes from yi to yi+i. It is assumed that a0 = e, yo
= -p(Mo)

and (ai+i,yi+i) belongs to the sequence when:

• {&i,yi¡ belongs to the sequence,

• yi+i t¿ yi, and

• there exists no yj ^ yi, yj ^ yi+í occurring after the occurrence of yi and before

the occurrence o/y¿+i.

Definition 2.15 Let (Q,M0) be an IPN. The set A(Q,M0) = {uj\üj is a sequence

of input-output symbols} denotes the set of all sequences of input-output symbols of

(Q, M0). The set of all input-output sequences of length greater or equal than k will

be denoted by Ak (Q, M0), i.e. Ak (Q, M0) = {u G A (Q, M0) | \u\ > k}.

Definition 2.16 If uj = (a0,yo) (a\,yi) ■ ■ ■

(an,yn) is a sequence of input-output

symbols, then the firing transition sequence o G £(Q, M0) whose firing actually gen

erates u is denoted by ou. The set of all possible firing transition sequences that could

genérate the word uj is defined as

ü (lo) — {o\o G £ (Q, M0) A the firing ofa produces u)

Definition 2.17 The set of all input-output sequences leading to an ending marking

in the IPN (markings enabling no transition or only self-loop transitions) is denoted

by AB (Q, M0), i.e., AB (Q, M0) = {oj G A (Q, M0) | 3ct G fí(u,) such that M0 -^ Mj

A ifMj -^ then C(«,t¿) = Tf}.
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The prefix of a sequence s is another sequence s' such that there exists a sequence

s" fulfilling that s = s's". The set of all prefixes of s is denoted by s.

Definition 2.18 Let u = (a0,yo) (a.i-2/i) ••■ (dn,yn) G A(Q,M0) be a sequence of

input-output symbols. The marking sequences set corresponding to u is defined as

S„ = {M0M1--- Mt | M G R(Q,M0) A M0 -X M-. -X ■ • ■ -í=» MfeA au - t¿tj

■ ■•tmen(«)}.

Definition 2.19 A Petri Net system is a state machine if \t'\ = 1 — \'t\ for every

transition t.

The fundamental property of state machines is that all reachable markings contain

exactly the same number of tokens. In other words, the total number of tokens of the

system remains invariant under the occurrence of transitions.

Definition 2.20 A Petri Net systems is a marked Graph if \p'\ = 1 = |*p| for every

place p.

The fund.ament.al property of marked graphs is that the token counts of circuits

remain invariant under the occurrence of transitions.

Definition 2.21 A Petri Net system (G, M0) is live if, for every reachable marking

M and every transition t there exists a marking M' G R (G, M0) which enables t. If

(G, Mo) is a live system, then it is said that Mo is a live marking of G.

Definition 2.22 A Petri Net system (G, Mq) is deadlock-free if every reachable mark

ing enables at least one transition.

Definition 2.23 A system is bounded if for every place p there is a natural number

b such that M (b) < b for every reachable marking M.
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Figure 2.1: A non deterministic IPN.

Definition 2.24 A marking M G R(G,M0) is a home marking ifVMk G R(G,M0)

there is a firing sequence such that Mk -?-> M it is reachable from every reachable

marking. In other words, it is a home marking if it is reachable from every reachable

marking.

Definition 2.25 A Petri Net is cyclic if its initial marking is a home marking.

Example 2.26 The IPN of figure 2.1 is composed by five places and four transitions.

The output function tp is represented by the matrix:

10 0 0 0

0 0 0 11
tp
= (2.13)

Notice that places, px, p4 and p5 are measurable, however, place pi is the only

computable place. Since all transitions are labeled, then all of them are manipulated.

We obtain the following languages.

£(Q,M0) = {ti,tit2,tit3,tit2t3ltit3ta,tit2t3t4lt1t3t*it4,t1t2t3t4t5)..} (2.14)

A (Q, M0) £•) e,

0

0

b,
0

1
(2.15)
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A2(Q,M0) = {

Ab(Q,M0) = {}

Ifu e,

1

){*
0

)(>■
0

0 A 0 A i

then:

n(w) = {t1ta,t1t8}

and:

S„ = <

1 0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 1 1

0 1 1 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

2.2.2 Observability in Interpreted Petri nets

Now, the following concept will be needed to characterize observable IPN and es

tablishes that, even when the precise marking of a place is unknown, it can belong
to

a conservative marking law. In other words, the location or state of the entities (re

sources, machines, buffer capacities, etc.) that constitute the DES may be unknown;

however the amount of those entities is known. This concept is analogous to that of

"macro-markings" used in [26].

Definition 2.27 Let (Q,M0) be anIPN structure and M(p¡) be any marking of
n

a place pá in (Q,M0). The set of s equations CML = {^-y)M(pj)
= h\i G

7= 1
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[1, ...,s] A 7} G Z+} /orm a set of conservative marking laws (CML) if Vyj. ^ 0

if ZioZc/s f/iaf A;¿/7fc is an integer valué and all non computable places pn are contained

in at. least one equation of the CML set. A CML is said to be binary (BCML) if it

holds that Vi, j, 7J G {0, 1} and fa = 1. In addition, the CML can be rewritten as:

TM = K (2.20)

where M is the marking vector, T is the matrix T[i,j] = 7*. and K is the vector

K(i) = fa.

Remarks:

5. Hereafter Mq will denote the set of all possible initial markings fulfilling the

stated CML, i.e.

M0 = {M0|such that any Me R(Q, M0) fulfills the CML constraints}.

(2.21)

6. The notation p* G e¿, where e¿ G CML (e{ G BCML) means that there exists
n

an equation J2 7$ M(pj) = fa, named e¿ in the CML (in the BCML), such
j*=i

that 7J t¿ 0.

Also, (Q,A40) will denote an IPN where M0 G A^0 and could be unknown.

Notation Mq will be used for a BCML.

Definition 2.28 An IPN given by (Q,Mo) is event-detectable if any transition fir

ing can be uniquely determined by the knowledge of the input given to (Q,M0) and

output signáis that it produces.

The following lemma provides a structural characterization of the IPN exhibiting

event-detectability.
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Lemma 2.29 A live IPN given by (Q,Mo) is event-detectable if and only if

1. Vtj.tj G T such that A(t¿) = A(tj) or A(t¿) = e it holds that tpC(»,ti) ^

tpC(»,tj) and

2. Vtfc G T it holds that tpC (•, t*) ^ 0.

Proof. The proof of this result is presented in [27]. ■

As stated previously, a state representation of a dynamic system is said to be

observable if the knowledge of its inputs, outputs, and structure suffices to uniquely

determine its state, for instance, E (A, B, C), is said to be observable, at fo, if there

exists a finite time í*. such that the knowledge of the model structure (A, B, C),

the input signal (u(t)) and the output signal (y(t)) over the interval fo < f < fi

suffices to uniquely determine the initial state (x (fo))- Moreover, since the system is

a deterministic one, then x (t) for all f > fo, can also be uniquely determined using

the knowledge of x (fo) and u (f), over the interval fo < f < fi-

When the dynamic model is non deterministic (i.e. when the solution of the

model is not unique [28]), however, the knowledge of x (f0) and u (f) over the interval

fo < f < fi does not guarantee the computation of x (t) for all f > fo- For instance,

even if it is known that the initial marking of the IPN depicted in figure 2.1 is

Mo = [10000]T and that the input sequence o = abbcabbcabbc.ab is fired, it is not

possible to determine if the reached marking is [01001]T or [00110]T In this case,

there exists no finite transition sequence o allowing to know the reached marking and

all future reached markings of the IPN.

This fact leads to that, in the general case, the observability definition must be

changed to ensure that the initial state x (fo) and all states x(f), f > fo can be

computed in a finite time or length of input firing words. Because of that, in the

general case, the following intuitive definition is presented.
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A non deterministic dynamic model, for instance an IPN, is observable, at ko,

if there exists a finite integer fa such that the knowledge of the model structure

(C, A, tp) and the sequence of input-output symbols wfc for any k > fa suffices to

uniquely determine the state sequence over k0<l<k (Mko...Mk). The observability

definition in IPN can be formally proposed as follows.

Definition 2.30 An IPN given by (Q, M0) ,
where M0 may be unknown, is observ

able if there exists an integer k < oo such that Vw G A* (Q, M0) U AB (Q, M0) it holds

that the information provided by w and (Q, M0) suffices to uniquely determine the

initial marking M0 and the marking Mi reached by the firing of the underlaying firing

transition sequence o~u.

Therefore an IPN is observable if for any sequence of input-output signáis of

length equal or greater than k and for any blocking sequence, the marking sequence

reached by the system can be uniquely determined.

Since the set Su contains the marking sequences generated by the same input-

output sequence w G Afc (Q, M0) U AB {Q, M0) ,
then when \SW\ = 1 there exists only

one marking sequence for the word w. Thus the initial and the actual marking can be

computed from these marking sequence, leading to an observable IPN. This fact is

formalized in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.31 An IPN given by (Q, M0) is observable if and only if there is an

integer fc < oo such that Vw G Afc (Q, M0) U AB (Q, M0) if holds that \SU[ = 1, where

Su is the marking sequences set corresponding to to.

Proof. (Sufficiency) Assume that there exists an integer fc < oo such that Vw G

Afc(Q,M0)U AB(Q,M0) it holds that \SU\ = 1, then a function * : Afc (Q, M0) U

AB (Q, M0)
—y R(Q, M0) x R(Q, M0) can be computed, where V fulfills the following:

Vw G Afc (Q, M0) U AB (Q, M0) it holds that tf (w, (Q, M0)) = (M0, M¿) where M0 is
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the initial marking and Mi is the marking reached by the firing of the underlaying

firing transition sequence ou .

(Necessity) Suppose that there is no integer fc < oo such that Vw G A* (Q, Mo) U

As (Q, MQ) it holds that \S_\ = 1, then for any k there is at least one w G A* (Q, M0) U

Ab(Q>Mo) such that |5U| ^ 1, therefore \SU\ > 1. Assume further without lost of

generality that Su = { 7X
= M¿ Mj

■ ■ ■ Mk ■ ■ ■ Mn, 72 = M¡ M'j--- M'k--- M'n).

Since these sequences are different, then there must exist markings Mk, M'k such

that Mfc ^ M'k in 7X, 72 respectively. Notice that when the initial marking of (Q, Mo)

is Mfc or M'k then there exist two different valúes to assign to Mq, or the function í

cannot be obtained, a contradiction. ■

2.3 Switched Linear Systems

The definition of a SLS is presented in the following.

Definition 2.32 Let T — {£■■ , ..., Es} be a family of linear systems, all of them of

the same dimensión, and let (Q, M0) be an IPN The 2-tupla (J7, (Q, Mo)) is a SLS

if:

1. There exists a function $ : R(Q, Mo) —> T such that if the current marking of

(Q, Mo) is Mfc, then the linear system $(Mk) is the only linear system that is

evolving.

2. There exist bijective functions 8mí,Mj : Kn ^ Kn such that ¿m-.a-íj (27) =

^0

indicates how the SLS state is changed when the SLS commutes from E¿ to Ej,

¿-¡i, ¿jj G J~

3. The elapsed time to change from Mk to Mk+Í is finite and different from zero.
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4. The IPN is live, binary and cyclic, an IPN is binary if M(pi) < 1 for any

place and any reachable marking.

5. It is assumed that every E¿ G T evolves for a finite r > O before £¿ commutes

to another Ej .

Then, a SLS is described by the following state equation:

x(f) = AMkx(t) + BMku(t)

yc(t) = CMkx(t)

Mfc+i = Mfc + Cvk

ydk
= tp(Mk)

where vk is the firing vector and there exist functions $ and 5mívMj as described above.

Hereafter continuous and discrete state vectors will be represented as x(t) and

Mfc(f) respectively.

Let us define the state vector X(t), the output vector Y(t) and the input vector

U(t) of the switched linear system as:

(2.22)

X(t) =
x(t)

Mk(t)

Y(t)
Ife(f)

ydk{t)

U(t)
u(t)

vk(t)

(2.23)

Condition 2 of previous definition is not restrictive at all, it is fulfilled in all SLS.

For instance, some classes of nonlinear systems (NLS) can be approximated by SLS,

where each LS is a linearization of the NLS in different operation points. Notice that

each LS has its own tangent state space, the functions Smí,m- couple the respective

tangent state spaces.

2.3.1 Observability in Switched Linear Systems

Definition 2.33 The SLS Q = (.F, (Q, M0)) is said to be observable at to if there

exists a finite fi > fo such that for any state X0 at time t0, the knowledge ofthe input
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C/[fo,fi] and the output Y [fo,fi] over the finite time interval [fo,fi], and the system

structure, suffices to uniquely determine the initial and current state ofQ.

It can be observed from previous definitions that if there exist two state trajectories

Xi(t), X2(t), with different initial conditions A!"-.(0), ^(0), generating for any time f

the same output Vi(f) = Y2(t), when the same input U(t) is applied to the system in

both trajectories, then the SLS is unobservable. It occurs since the information of

Yi (f) — y^if) — Y(f) and U(t) is not enough to distinguish between initial conditions

Xi(0), X2(0), i.e. there exists no function ^(Y(t),U(t)) = X1(0),'íf(Y(t),U(t)) =

X2(0).

Definition 2.34 Let Q be a dynamic system, then XÉ(Q) denotes the set of finite

time t state trajectories that are obtained applying all possible inputs Ui to every

possible initial state condition.

For Si G Xt(9), the notation í(s¿) = u,[0, f] means that the state trajectory s¿ was

generated applying the input u¡[0, f] to Cr in the time interval [0, f], and O(sí) = y¿[0, f]

denotes the output y¿[0, f] generated by Sj.

Definition 2.35 Let S be a SLS. The state trajectories s¿ and Sj G XT(5) are said

to be Input Related, denoted as (IR) s¿
~

Sj, if í(s¿) = I(sj), and they are said to

be Output Related, denoted as (OR) s¿ ~ Sj, if O(sí) = O(sj). Notice that both are

equivalence relationships.

The following equivalence classes can be defined in the set XT(Cr)

C? = Ísp I -í (O = ui) ■

and (2.24)

C* - {sp | 0(sp) = yi}
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Up to now, we have grouped the equivalent hybrid state trajectories related to

the same input signal into the coset XT($s)/IR = nf* 4
= {C®} and to the same

output signal into the coset XT($s)/OR = n®
% t

= {C¿*}. Now, the observability of

the SLS will be' characterized using these partitions.

Theorem 2.36 The SLS SJ is observable if and only if there exists a time t such

that ViJ, ir* = C* n C*, C® G Ug^ and Cg G n*uípuí, if Ao/ds f/mf | vrg | = 1,

w/iere |7r^| denotes the cardinality ofthe set ir®.

Proof. (Sufficiency). Assume that VrrjJ = Cg n Cj^ it holds that |tt|| = 1. Then

sfc G 7r¿j is the only sequence in irfj. Thus a function *í : í/x7 —> Xt(£r) can

be found, such that *(u¿,j/j) = sfc, where I(sk) = ui} 0(sk) = y}, and the initial

and final states Xfc(O), xk(r) of sk can be computed, i.e. there exists a function

A(sfc) = (xfc(O), Xfc(r)) ,
then A o *(*u¿, Vj) = (xk(0),xk(r)) .

(Necessity). Assume that there exists irfj = C* n Cy. such that |tt|| > 1. Then

there exist at least two sequences sk,si G ir*, such that I(sk) = I(s¡) and 0(sk) =

0(s¡). Thus for the same ti¿, j/j two s*, s; (or even more) state sequences are generated.

Then, the function ^ :U xY —> X4(9) does not exist. Then, using the input and

output sequences is not enough to determine neither the sequence ñor the initial and

final states of the system. Thus the SLS is unobservable. ■

The previous result characterizes the observability in SLS. This characterization,

however, uses all the possible state trajectories leading to complex analysis. Next

chapters are devoted to show how to use previous theorem to derive a structural

characterization of observability in SLS.



Chapter 3

Mode observability of SLS

This chapter presents two cases when the IPN is not observable. Several places pro

ducing the same output and several discrete markings sequences producing the same

output information. The first case deals with the case when several marking produce

the same output, thus the discrete output information is not enough to determine

the discrete state; the second case addresses the problem when several marking se

quences produce the same discrete output information, thus the IPN information is

not enough to determine which marking sequence was fired (i.e. the continuous sys

tems sequence), thus it is impossible to compute, using the IPN information, which

is the discrete marking.

Fortunately, if the continuous information meets some properties, then it will be

possible to distinguish the discrete marking.

3.1 Several places producing the same output

Let us consider the IPN oí Figure 3.1. This IPN is binary, live, and cyclic. Un

fortunately, two markings produce the output B. Thus if symbol B is produced as

25
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U©^
Pi

W P< t

Figure 3.1: Several places producing the same output

output, it is impossible to determine if the system is in marking 0 0 0 10
- -T

or 0 0 0 0 1

If this IPN is representing the discrete part of a SLS, then the only possibility

to distinguish each marking is using the continuous information. In order to do that,

the outputs of the continuous systems must contain information to distinguish which

linear system is working and afterwards, this information can be used to compute

the discrete marking. System identification can be used to distinguish which LS is

evolving, however this approach assumes that some white noise can be added to the

LS inputs. If this hypothesis cannot be satisfied, then there still exists the possibility

to distinguish both continuous systems. The property allowing to distinguish both

systems without using an identification scheme is named distinguishability in this

work.

Definition 3.1 The linear systems Ei(A1,B1,Cí) , E2 (A2, -B2, C2) are said to be

dístínguishable from each other if the knowledge of the input u [f0, f i] and the output

y [t0, ti] over the finite time interval [to, h) suffices to determine which LS is evolving.

Similar to the concept of observability two linear systems are indistinguishable

from each other using the input and the output iff both systems genérate the same

output when the same input is applied.
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Notation 3.2 Let Ei (Ax.,B\,Ci) , E2 (A2,B2,C2) be two SISO linear systems, the

linear system T, {Á,B,C} denotes the extended LS formed with the matrices

A =

B =

Ax 0

0 ¿2
j

Si j (3.1)

B2

Ci —C2

Lemma 3.3 Let E-. (AuBuCi) , E2 (A2, B2, C_) be two SISO LS where Ai G R"

and A2 G Rm Then the linear systems Ei (Ai,Bi,Ci) and T,2 (A2, B2,C2) are distin-

guishable from each other if and only if the only solution to the equation

iCeAt \x0+ e-ArBu(r)dr = 0 (3.2)

is x0 = 0 and u(t) = 0.

Proof. If the linear systems Ei (Ai, B\, Ci) and E2 (A2, B2, C2) are indistinguishable

from each other then there exists an input u(t) such that the same output y(t) is

produced by both systems when u(t) is applied, i.e. for two different initial conditions

x}„ x\ it holds that:

y(t) = CieMt

and

4 +y(t) = C2eA*

then combining equations (3.3) and (3.4):

CieA

1
+ í e~AlTBiu(T)dT
Jo

I e~A2TB2u(T)dT
Jo

"0+ í e-AlTBiu(r)dT = C2eMt x\ + f e-MrB2u(r)dr
Jo \ L Jo

this equation can be written as

CieMtx\ - C2eA*xl = I [-0^^Bt + C2e-^(t-T)P2] u(r)dr.
Jo

(3.3)

(3*4)

(3.5)

(3.6)
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Now, since 3.6 is equivalent to:

Ci —C2

Jo Ci —C2

eMt O

O

eM{t-T)

O eMt

xn

Xrx

O

O

eM(t-r)

Bi

B2

(3.7)

u(r)dr

(3.8)

r i
*

equation (3. 7) can be written in terms of the matrices (3. 1), with x0
=

x¿ Xq

then

CeÁt x0+ í e-ÁTBu(T)dT = 0.

Jo

Since Ei (Ai,Z?i,Ci) is indistinguishable from T.2(A2,B2,C2), thus there exist so

lutions xo y**- O and u(t) ^ O to equation (3.8). The converse is also true, then

Ei (Ai, Bi, Ci) and E2 (A2, B2, C2) are indistinguishable from each other iff the only

solution to equation (3.8) is x0 = O and u(t) = 0. ■

Remcirk 3.4 The analysis presented in this work is restricted to inputs that can be

transformed into Laplace functions.

Remark 3.5 Taking the Laplace transform of equation (3.8) we obtain:

C{sI-Á)~1xo + C{sI-ÁY1 BU{s) = O (3.9)

which always has solutions x0 = —aB and U(s) = a for any real constant a i.e. when

the input is an impulse function. However, impulse functions cannot be implemented

and therefore, if the analysis is restricted to inputs that can transformed into Laplace

functions, then equation (3.8) has only solution x0 = O, u(t) = O iff the unique

solution space of equation (3.9) is B.

Theorem 3.6 Let Ei (AuBi, Ci) , E2 (A2, B2, C2) be two linear systems, where Ai G

Rnxn and A2 G Rmxm Then the linear systems Ei (AuBi,d) , E2 (A2, B2, C2) are
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distinguishable from each other if and only if the realization E {Á, B, C} is minimal

and its transfer function does not have transmission zeros (i.e. CAdj [si
—

A) B = a

for some constant a ^ 0), where Á, B, C are the matrices of (3.1).

Proof. (Sufficiency) Assume that the realization É {Á, B, C} is minimal and has no

transmission zeros, but the LS Ei (Ai, Bi,C{) and E2 (A2, B2, C2) are indistinguish

able from each other, then there exist xo -^ O or u(t) ^ O such that equation (3.8)

holds.

Equation (3.9) can be written as:

CAdj (si - A) x0 CAdj (sI-Á)B , ,

r)T Jr-^ + r ) T

—t(—U s = O, (3.10)
det (si - A) det (si

-

A)
w ' v >

since the realization [Á, B, C} is minimal, there is no cancellation of terms between

CAdj (si -Á)B and det (si
-

Á) (3.11)

and U(s) is:

,
. CAdj (si - A) x0

U(s) =
-

- J) Jr-2 (3.12)K '

CAdj (sI-A)B
K '

however, since the transfer function C (si
—

Á) B has no transmission zeros,

CAdj (si -Á)B (3.13)

does not contain terms in s. Thus in order to U(s) be a proper transfer function,

x0 needs to be equal to aB for any a. Therefore U(s) = a, i.e. U(s) is an impulse

function or Dirac delta function. Then according to Lemma 3.3 and remark 3.5 the

linear systems Ei (Ai, Bi,Ci) , E2 (A2, B2, C2) are distinguishable from each other, a

contradiction.

(Necessity) We show that if the realization {Á, B, C} is not minimal (noncontrol-

lable or nonobservable) or has transmission zeros then the linear systems Ei (Ai, Bi,Ci)

and E2 (A2, B2, C2) are indistinguishable from each other. The proof is divided in three

parts.
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a) The pair {A, C} is nonobservable.

Then, for input u(t) = 0, the Laplace transform of equation (3.6), becomes:

Ci (si
- Ai)-1 xl - C2 (si

- Aa)-1 x\ = 0 (3.14)

i.e.

,-i

C(sl-Á) x„
= 0. (3.15)

Since the pair {A, C} is nonobservable then the columns of C (si
—

A)- are

linearly dependent [6]. Henee, there exists a vector x0 t**- 0 suc/i f/iaf f/ie equation

(3.15) holds. Thus, for input u(t) = 0, there exist initial conditions x¿ -t*- 0 or

Xq t**- 0 suc/i f/iaf f/ie LS Ei (Ai,5i,Ci) , E2 (A2,B2,C2) are indistinguishable

from each other [8].

b) There is a transmission zero A G C of C (si —

A) B.

Then the output due to the initial state:

x0
= -

(A
- XI)'1 Bk (3.16)

and the input

u(t) = fceAí (3.17)

is identically zero [6]. Henee, equation (3.8) is satisfied, and the LS Ex (Ai, J3-* , Ci)

E2 (A2, B2, C2) are indistinguishable from each other.

c) The pair {^4, C} is noncontrollable.

Since

H(s)^^)-C(sI-A)-lB (3.18)

and

_._!
- CAdj (si- A) B

ct-sI-^ B= ¿L\.i-Á (3-19)
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then

CAdj (si
-

A) B¡ det (si
-

A) (3.20)

are not irreducible and

deg(D (s)) < deg(det (si
-

A)), (3.21)

because terms in CAdj (si
—

A) B were cancelled with terms in det (si
—

Á) ,

thus there exist constants A¿ G C and an input

gM-(.-A0° (.->■■)
<3'22)

with p < ñ = n + m, such that

D(s) (s-Xi)---(s-Xp) = det (si - A) (3.23)

where A¿,i = 1, . . . ,p are f/ie noncontrollable modes, where the modes of Á are

the roots of det (si
—

Á). And therefore, H(s)U(s) is:

H(s)U(s) = C(sI- A)"1 BU(s) = deta^j{_Á) (3-24)

since H(s) has no transmission zeros, then N(s) is constant, and there exists

a constant ¡3 such that (3 = aN(s). And therefore, there exist a constant vector

x0 such that the equation

CAdj (si
- A) x0 - /?, (3.25)

holds. Since the left hand side of equation (3.25) is [18]:

CAdj (si -Á)=C (Sis"-1 +
■ • • + Sñ) (3.26)

where 5¿ can be recursively computed as:

Si = I,

Sfc = Sfc_iA + afc_i7 fork = 2,...,h (3.27)

O = Sn + añI
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with a¿, i
= 1, . . .

,
ñ being the coefficient of the characteristic polynomial of A,

i.e..

and

det (si
-

A) =sñ + aisft_1 -\ + añ (3.28)

det (si
- A) = det (si

-

Ai) det (si
-

A2) . (3.29)

Therefore, the equation (3.25) holds, if the following matrix equation is satisfied

1 O O

ai 1 O

a2 ai 1

üfi-l Ofl-2 Oj-,-3

0 c 0

0 CA 0

0 CÁ2 x0
= 0

0

1 CAh~x _-/?_

(3.30)

since the pair {Á,C} is observable xo ^ O can be computed. Thus, there

exist Xq 7**- O and u(t) ^ O satisfying equation (3.8), thus the linear systems

Ei (Ai,Bi,Ci) and Y,2 (A2, B2, C2) are indistinguishable from each other.

3.2 Several marking sequences producing the same

output

The IPN depicted in Figure 3.2 represents the case when several places produce

the same output information, as in the previous case, however, the systems may be

indistinguishable, thus previous results cannot be used in order to gain observability

in the discrete system. Moreover, the sequence of markings MiM3 produce the same

input-output information that the sequences ofmarkings M2M±, thus it is impossible,

using the discrete information, to distinguish between both discrete sequences.
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Figure 3.2: IPN model of a DES where two making sequences produce the same

output

However, if some information is obtained from the continuous system commuta

tion, then it is possible to know which discrete sequence was fired. The idea is to use

the characterization of indistinguishability subspace for two LS and extend this idea

to continuous system commutations and use it to distinguish between firing sequences

presenting the same discrete output.

Definition 3.7 The sequence of LS $ (M¿) • ■ ■ <í> (Mk) and í> (M¡) ■ • • $ (M'k) where

Mi - • • Mfc 7^ M¡ - - • M'k, are said to be distinguishable from each other, if the infor

mation of the input and the output of the LS suffices to determine which sequence of

LS evolves.

It follows from Theorem 2.36 that the sequence of LS <I> (M¿) • ■ • $ (Mk) and

$ (Mf) ■ • • <í> (M'k) are distinguishable from each other, iff the sequence produce dif

ferent outputs when the same input is applied.

Notation 3.8 Hereafter the realization [Ák,Bk,Ck} denotes the realization form
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with the matrices

Ak =
AMk 0

0 AML
i-

-

J

BMk
Bk =

.

BK
.

ck = CMk -CM'k

(3.31)

for some markings Mk and M'k where $ (Mk) = EMfc (AMk,BMk,CMk) and $ (M'k) =

%M'k (A-M'k • BM'k , CM'J .

Lemma 3.9 Let <f> (Mi)
■ ■ • $ (Mk) and $ (M¡) • • • $ (M'k) whereMi- ■ ■ Mk ¿ M[-

■ ■

M'k

be two sequence of LS generating the same discrete input-output information, then

$ (Mi) • ■ • $ (Mfc) and <J> (M¡) ■ ■ ■ $ (M'k) are distinguishable from each other iff the

only solution to the equation

C.<A(t-to) x(to) + Il e-Ái{t~t0-T)Biu(T)dT\ = O forte [f0, fi]

(3.32)

CkeÁ^-H) L(íl) + H e-Á^h-r)BkU(T)dr\ = O for te (tk, tk+1)

'M'iM'j

is x0 = O andu(t) = O, where x(U) = S^e*^1 ta)x (f¿_i) with 5iá=
O 6

Proof. For simplicity the proof is made for sequence of LS of length two

(Sufficiency) Assume that there exist two sequences of LS $ (M¿) $ (Mj) and

<S> (M¡) <J> (M'j) with MíMj f M[M'j such that MíMj and M[M'j produce the same

discrete input-output sequence w. Now suppose that the corresponding continuous

trajectories <b(Mi)$(Mj) and $ (M¡) $ (Mj) produce the same continuous output

for some input u (f ) ,
that is

,
CMfe^t-í°-Xi(f0) + £ CMteA^-^BMiu(r)dT t G [í0,fi]

'J]U'~{
CM.eA^-^Xi(ti) + H CM]eA^{t-U-T)BMlu(T)dT t G (tut_)

^^
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and

(t)= i CK&AM[(t~t0)x^) + ¡L CM.eA»l{t-T)BM,u(r)dT t G [f0, f i]

«nt/i yCl
= y^.Now, substracting yC2 (t) from yCl (t) and writing the equation in terms

of the matrices (3.31):

C-.e,4.(í-to) Jx(ío) + H e-^(t-)BiU(r)dr] = O forte [t0, ti]

and (3.35)

C^iCt-ti) L(É1) + ll e-A-V-t^BjU^dr} = O for t G (ti, í2)

therefore equation (3.35) holds for some u (t) and x (to) ,
where u (t) ^ O or x (ío) t*- 0.

TTie necessity follows using a similar procedure. ■

Lemma 3.10 Leí <í> (M¿) ■ • • $ (Mt) and <í> (M/) • ■ • «3> (M¿) w/iere M¿ ■ ■ • Mfe -^ M¡-
■ ■

M'k

be two sequences of LS generating the same discrete input-output information, then

$ (M¿) • • ■ $ (Mfc) and $ (M¡) • ■ • $ (M¿) are distinguishable from each other if

(w¿nvVj5¿,j = o) v (WjnWj+i^j+i = o).

v * * • v (Wfc_inWfc5fc_i,fc = o)

where VV- is the indistinguishability subspace of Ejví¿ , T.m>. ■

Proof. For simplicity the proof is made for sequence of LS of length equal to two.

Assume that MíMj, M¡M!¡ G Sw where MíMj ^ M¡Mj and W,nVVj(5i)j = O then is

easy to see that equations

(3.36)

QeA(t-*o) x(tQ) + H e-Á^-^Biu(T)dT = O forte [t0, ti]

and

C,e-*¿(*-*»> \x(h) + H e-W-^-^BjU^dr] = O forte (tut2)

do not hold. Notice that, if

q eMt-to)

(3.37)

:(ío) + / e~Á'TBiu(r)d7
Jto

= 0 (3.38)
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for t G [£0, fi) ,
then the continuous state belongs to the indistinguishability subspace

ofZMi(AMi,BMi,CMi), EM[ (AMr,BM¡,CM¡) i.e. x(f) G W¿ forte [t0,h) because

there exists an input u (t) that make the LS systems EMi (Am,, BMi,CMi) to be indis

tinguishable from EMií (AMi, Bm'o Ck) for some initial condtíion x (*<-) • In ° similar

way x (t) e Wj for t e [tut2) . Since x(t{) = l^^-^x (t0) then if equation (3.37)

holds for x0 ^ O or u(t) ^ O there exists a vector z/Oe W¿nWj<5¿,j. ■



Chapter 4

Joint Observability of SLS

In this chapter, it is presented the case where the discrete system provides information

to the continuous part, in such a way that the valué of the continuous variables

can be computed, even when every LS of the family is unobservable. This case

occurs when the IPN marking sequence can be computed using only the input-output

IPN information. Using the IPN marking sequence, the linear system sequence

generated by this marking sequence is computed. This chapter also presents that,

if the intersection of the unobservable subspaces of the sequence of linear systems is

nuil, then the continuous state can be computed.

4.1 Recovering the initial state of the SLS

Definition 4.1 Let (T, (Q, M0)) be a SLS ando¡ = tat¡,...ts a sequence in £(Q, Mq)

such that M0 —*-* Mi —■■-> ...M¡t_i —3-. Mk. For each sequence o¡ there exists a linear

system sequence $(M0)$(Mi)...$(Mk-i)<fr(Mk) with k — \a¡\ Then the observability

37
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matrix of a sequence associated with o¡ is:

O.
°7

Cm0

OMkOMk^,Mke ""■0Mo,Mie
°

(4.1)

where 0Mo,~-,OMk are the observability matrices of ®(M0), ...,$(Mk) respectively,

i.e.

Cmí

oMí =

C'míAm.

(4.2)

where U is the ith switching time.

Theorem 4.2 Leí {F, (Q, M0)) be a SLS, and let M0Mi...Mfc_iMfc be a marking se

quence evolving in the SLS when the sequence offired transitions o = tat*,...tg is fired.

Assume that the marking sequence can be computed using the input-output informa

tion of the IPN, then the continuos initial state can be recovered iff the observability

matrix Oa of the sequence o has full rank.

Proof. Since the marking evolution Mo —■■■-*■ Mi —> ...Mfc_i -—■■-> Mk can be computed

then the sequence of linear systems $(M0)<&(Mi)...$(Mk) can be also be computed.

(Sufficiency) Assume that the continuous state cannot be recovered then there exist

two sequences generated by the same input producing the same output., i.e.:

2/c-=<

CMo(eA^-^x\(ta) + H eA^-r)BMou(r)dT) t G [f0)íi]

CMk(eAM*t-tkxk(tk) + Il eA^(t-tfc-T)5Mfcíi(r)dr) f G (ífc,ífc+1)

(4.3)
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and

¡for

CMo(eA^-toxO{to) + l¡eAMo^-to-r)BMoUÍT)dT) t g [to>íl]

i
(4.4)

CM^e^^'^x^ffc) + £ eAM^-tk-T)BMku(T)dT) t G (ffc,ffc+i)

withyCl = y^.

Now, substracting yC2 (t) from yci (í) :

Ca#0c^o«-*o (X0(Í0) - x°(t0)) í G [to, ti]

ycl-yC2=o-=^
: (4*5)

k

CMkeAM^-tk (xf (ífc)
- x*(ífc)) í G (ífc, ffc+i)

Equation (4.5) implies that (x\(U)
-

x\(ti) belongs to the unobservable subspace of

(AMi,CMi) [19]. Now, since:

xk(ti) = SM(_uMiX^l(U-i)
— X 0AMi_.Í-k-tk-i. . . JC,, ,_ pAMat\-to~0(f \

then

CMaeA"ot-t°(xl(t0) - x°(t0)) í G [í0, íi]

(4.6)

0*=< (4.7)

Cm^^Sm^m^"*-^-^ - - -

■ ■ ■ 6Mo,MleA^^o(xl(t0) - x°2(tQ)) t e (ífc, ffc+i)

Using Taylor series and Cayley-Hamilton theorem, equation (4.7) can be rewritten as:

'

Cmo (I + AMo (t
~ to) + " ■ •^tí^1 (*

- ío)""1 + ■ ■ •)

(x?(i0)-x°(t0)), tG[í0,íi]

0- ■

nl ,
(4*8)

CMk (I + AMk (í
-

ífc) +
• ■ -^tí^1 («

-

**) + ■ • ')

íjt.fc-ie'1*'*-»'*"'*-1- ■ • ÓMB,MieAMot--*°

(x;(f0)-x°(f0)),ÍG(ífc,ífc+i).
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from equation (4-8) the following matrix equation can be established:

Cm0

0Ml6MgMleA^--^
(x°(f0)--x°(fo))=0 (4.9)

i. e. :

O- (x°i (t0) -x\ (í0)) = O (4.10)

since x\ (ío) —

x2 (í0) t*- O then the rank of Oa is not full.

(Necessity) Following a similar procedure. It is easy to show that if the continuous

state can be computed then the rank of the observability matrix Oa is full. ■

A sufficient condition for the observability in terms of the unobservable subspace

of every linear system can be stated as follows:

Corollary 4.3 Let (T, (Q, M0)) be a SLS, and let M0Mi...Mk-.iMk be a marking

sequence evolving in the SLS when the sequence of transitions o = tat¡,...ts is fired.

Assume that the marking sequence can be computed using the input-output information

of the IPN, then the continuos initial state can be recovered if it holds that

(MMo n J\fMl 6MotMl = 0) v (MM, n AÍm2SMi ,m2 = 0)
(4.11)

v ■ • • v (NMk-, njVMkSMk_uMk = 0)
n

where A/m-=|| ker Ca^A^1 is the unobservable subspace of (Ca^-Ami)

Proof. Assume that the continuous state cannot be recovered, then acording to Theo

rem 4-2 the rank of the observability matrix Oa¡ is not full. And therefore there exist

vectors

Zi
= (xí(íi)-x2(í¿))^0, (4.12)

zi+i
= (x\+1(ti+i)-x2+1(ti+i))¿0 (4.13)
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such that

Zi e Nm,, Zí+i G .A/aíí+i

and (4.14)

Zi+l
= SMi,Mi+ieÁMitzi-

Furthermore, the vector v = eAu**Zi G .A/m* (since eAMitJ\ÍMi C A/m¿ *•■*•*. f^**- unobserv

able subspace of (Cmí,AMí) is ei4M-t -

invariant), 6mí,mí+1v = zi+\ G J\Ímí+i- Thus

v e AÍmP JVmí+1(5m„m,+1, henee:

(Mmo^Nm^MoMx í °) A (•A/AíinA/"M2*5M1,M2 9^0)
(4.15)

A • • • A (MMk^r^Mk^Mk-i,Mk i**- 0) A • • ■

and f/ius condition (4-1 1) is a sufficient condition for the observability ofthe contin

uous system after the sequence o¡ has been fired. ■

4.2 Joint Observability of SLS

In the joint observability of SLS, the aim is to recover the continuous and discrete

states of the SLS (T, (Q, M0))

Theorem 4.4 The system (J7, (Q, M0)) is observable if

1. IPN (Q*,M0) is observable, and

2. There exists a finite integer fc such that every sequence ow
— tat¡, • • •

tg G

£(Q, M0) of length fc such that for M¿ -**■» Mj -^
• • • Mfc_i -^ Mfc it holds

that:

(NMin Nm^MíMí = °) v (-A/l^n NMj+lsMj,MJ+1 = o) ,
.

1C.

(4.16)
v • • • v (MMk_xrxMMjMk^,Mk = o)
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Proof. As the Petri net is observable, when information from the continuous systems

is added, the discrete systems sequence can be determined after a finite number of

commutations. ■

Notice that condition 2 of Theorem 4.4 is the case when the discrete part provides

information to the continuous systems, if this condition holds then it is always possible

to recover the continuous and the discrete states of the SLS.

Based on the previous joint observability characterization some sufficient condi

tions for the observability of particular cases in SLS will be presented. Some of these

results can be tested from the structure of the SLS

As stated before, the concept of system distinguishability can be useful in SLS

in order to identify the marking of the IPN. Next definition presents how to relabel

an IPN using the continuous system information and then a useful proposition is

presented.

Definition 4.5 LetHS = (T, (Q, M0)) be a SLS and let $(M¿) = EMi (AMi, BMi, CMi)

and ^(Mó) = Em^ (Am^Bm^Cm,) be two linear systems, where *í,(Mj), $(Mj) e T

Then the IPN of HS can be relabeled adding new symbols if the linear systems

Em¿ {Am^BmíjCmí) and T,Mj (Am^Bm^Cm,) are distinguishable from each other.

Thus the marking Mi must be labeled different from the marking Mj . The HS* —

(T, (Q*, MQ)) denotes the obtained SLS from relabeling HS = (T, (Q, M0)) .

The obtained SLS after relabeling is the same than the original one, but the

information that the continuos systems gives to the discrete part is added explicitly

as virtual sensors (labels) attached to IPN marking.

Proposition 4.6 Let (J7, (Q, M0)) be a SLS. (T , (Q, M0)) is observable before the

first commutation if and only if each LS is observable and the set of labels of every

pair of markings of (Q*, M0) are different from each other.
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Proof. (Sufficiency) The fact that every pair of markings of (Q*,M0) are different

from each other implies that:

1. If tp (Mi) = tp (Mj) ,
for some M¿, Mj G R(Q, M0) then the linear systems $ (M¿)

and $ (Mj) are distinguishable from each other, thus the initial marking can

be computed using the continuous information. Now, as the realization of the

extended system is minimal, then the realization of individual systems is also

minimal so they are observable. Henee the continuous initial condition can also

be computed and the SLS (J7, (Q, Mo)) is observable.

2. If <p (Mi) ^ tp (Mj) ,
for some M¿, Mj G R{Q, M0) then the initial marking can be

computed from the discrete output. Since every LS is observable then because

the linear system is known the initial condition of the continuous system can

also be computed and the SLS (J7, (Q, M0)) is observable.

(Necessity) The proof is divided in two parts

1. If not every LS is observable then the initial condition of the continuous system

cannot be computed, thus the SLS {J7, (Q, Mq)) is unobservable

2. If there exists a pair of markings of (Q*, M0) that are not different from each

other, then there exist M¿, Mj G R(Q, M0) such that tp (M¿) = tp (Mj) and for

some input u (t) both linear systems produce the same output, that is <E> (M¿)

and *3> (Mj) are indistinguishable from each other, therefore according to Theo

rem 2.36 the SLS (J7, (Q, M0)) is unobservable.

Proposition 4.7 Let (!F, (Q, M0)) be a SLS that is observable int G [to, íi) (where
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tiis the time of the first commutation) then the initial condition of the SLS is:

M0 = ¡Mk : y(t)
- í CMieAMr-^BM,u(T)dTe Im (CMkeAM^-io)) t e [f0,íi)l

(4.17)

and

xo
= (CMkeAM»{t-to))

_1

(y(t) -

J CMieAMr-r)BMiu(r)dT\ (4.18)

Corollary 4.8 Leí (J7, (Q,M0)) be a SLS where (Q*,M0) is observable then the

system (J7, (Q, M0)) is observable if and only if there exists an integer fc < oo such

that the observability matrix Oa of every sequence \o\ > k has full rank.

A sufficient condition for the observability in terms of the unobservable subspace

of every linear system can be stated as follows:

Corollary 4.9 Let (JF,(Q,M0)) be a SLS where (Q*,M0) is observable then the

system (J7, (Q, M0)) is observable if there exists an integer fc such that every sequence

M > k,of = tat6...tfl G £(Q,MQ), such that M0 -*■-> Mi -^ ...Mfc_i -^ Mk it

holds that:

(NMo nNM,xM0Mi = °) v (■A/'v, nj\fMa6Ml,M2 = 0)
(4.19)

v ■ • • v (A/m,_! n NMJMk_uMk = 0)
n

where Mm,= (] ker CMjA1^ is the unobservable subspace of (CMj,AMj)
¿=i

Previous results and concepts will be illustrated next, where even thought ñor the

linear systems neither the DES are observable, the SLS is observable.

Example 4.10 Let H = (J7, (Q,M0)) be a SLS represented as in Definition 2.32,

where the IPN model is shown in Fig.4-1, the functions &,U and SM M are qiven

below.
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t,E

B p,

AP0 ^^
t4E

Ve

Figure 4.1: IPN model of the DES

The function $ mapping from IPN markings to the linear systems is

$ (Mfc) = EMfc : <

x(t) = AMkx(r) + BMku(r)

y
= CMkx(r)

(4

where matrices Ajf„ fi^ and Cmh for each marking Mk, are described next

fc -3>(Mfc)-EMfc AMk BMk cMk
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k $ (Mfc) - T.Mk AMk BMk cMk

2

\

f

1

0

0

\ ■, r
/

-2 1 0

0-3 0

2 0-1

1

0

0

1

0

0

T

3

1

\

;
-1 ■

0

0

1

Hi *-(

\

/

-1 0 1

2-12

0 0-2

0

0

1

0

0

1

T

4

/

V

0

0

0

\

3 0 0

1 2 0

2 1 0

1

0

0

1

0

0

T

For simplicity the function Sm^ is the identity matrix.

Since every column in

tpC =
1 -1 1

0 1 -1
(4.21)

is different from each other, then the IPN is event detectable, and the IPN (Q, M0)
is observable.

Now, notice that every discrete sequence o starting from any marking of A-f0 with

|it| > 4, can be written as o =

xwy where w - t2t3 or w = t3t2, the linear sys

tems sequence associated to each w are $(M0)*í>(Mi)<E>(M3) and 3>(M0)<I>(M2)$(M3)

respectively.
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Notice that, every linear system is unobservable, where the observability matrices

are

C*m0 —

0 2 0

0 -2 0

0 2 0

Omi =

0 1 0

2 1 0

6 1 0

Om2 =

1 0 0

-2 1 0

4 -5 0

(4.22)

Om3 —

0 0 1 1 0 0

0 0 -2 Omí — 3 0 0

0 0 4 9 0 0

However, rank [OlMi ■~*yM3

-\T

3 and rank Om Om
= 3, that is AÍMl D

A/m3 = 0 and A/m2 n7vV3 = 0, thus .according to Corollary 4.9, the SLS (J7, (Q, M0))

is observable.

Corollary 4.11 Let (J7, (Q,M0)) be a SLS where (Q*,M0) is observable and a bi

nary state machine Petri net then the system (J7 , (Q,M0)) is observable if for each

sequence o generating a minimal T — semiflow of (Q*, Mo), Oa has full rank.

Theorem 4.12 The system (J7, (Q,M0)) is observable int G [ti,t2) (where t¿ is the

ith commutation time) if Petri net (Q*,M0) is event detectable, and for all Mi, Mj G

R(Q, M0) such that Mi —■■-> Mj for some ta G Q,

■AÍmí^Nm^MíMí =° (4.23)

holds.
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Chapter 5

Observer design

The design of asymptotic observers for SLS is presented in this chapter. The main

idea is to design the observers for the discrete and continuous systems using the

asymptotic observers presented in [29] and [6], respectively, taking into account the

information provided by the geometric characterization.

The discrete observer is adopted from [29] and [27]. It is depicted in Figure 5.1. In

this figure, matrices CD and Ce represent, respectively, the incidence matrix columns

of the manipulated and non manipulated transitions.

Definition 5.1 Let -3 be an observable SLS described by equation (2.22). Then an

observer for the discrete part of the SLS is defined as follows.

• Observer structure:

Mfc+i - Mfc + Cifc + Id -Id

6k
(4.1)

Initial marking Mo is any marking M G R(Q, M0) such that tpM = tpM0 where

Mq is the initial marking of (Q, Mo).

49
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System Input +/-___!
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1
Mk

* •*■
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Selection ofnon-

ccutrollable transitions
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cz>

Estimated Marking

Observer Output
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corrective term
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transitions

r Block

pfaJ-fbWt) I

Figure 5.1: Discrete system and observer architecture.

Firing rule: when tj is fired in the SLS then:

tj if íj is enabled at Mk

0 otherwise

r *i r
*|

Wl

,h =

Vl

™n Vn

where

(4*2)

1 if (7¿ = tj ,
and 1 if (ik = tj ,

and

Mk(Pi) + C(Pi, *)7fc > 1), Mk(pi) + C(Pi, *)7fc < 0),

•,*;,
., <■ or (7¿ ¿t¡,pi e' (tj), ,Vi= l ot {-yk¿t¡,piS(tj)', (4.3)

and Mk(j>i) > 0) and Mfc(p¿) > 0)

0 otherwise 0 otherwise

For the continuous part, the observer structure shown in Figure 5.2 is proposed,

it is an adapted architecture from the linear systems state estimator of [6].

Definition 5.2 Let 9 be a SLS described by equation (2.22), then the continuous
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Figure 5.2: Continuous system and observer architecture.

observer structure is the set of observers

Hr) = (Aúk
-

T^C^xir) + B^u(r)

+ ^MSCMkx(T)-CKíx(r))

The parameters TMk must be computed properly to ensure that lim x = x.

t xxx>

(4.4)

Thus the observer is composed by the discrete observer and a family of continuos

observers, one for each LS in SLS. The continuous observers are order reduced ob

servers. Thus these observers can only estimate the observable states. As the IPN

is event detectable and a binary state machine then after the first transition firing

the current marking Mk of the DES is computed by the observer. The observer

knows that the LS $(Mk) is currently evolving, thus the reduced order observer

for this LS must be also evolving. Then, a gain may be computed to estimate the

observable states actual valúes. A sequence ok
= tatt,...tg. should be executed such
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that in fulfills conditions of Theorem 4.2. Then there exists a linear system sequence

$(Mfc)-3»(Mfe)...-í>(Mfcafcl')*í>(Mfc),whereMfc
next equation can be stated.

K M,
\"k\'

Mfc. The

[x] oMk

[x'\
=

°Mk,

>*■'■
. 0M^' .

[x0] (4.5)

Where x(6- is the estimated state of systemMk. This estimated state is composed

by observable and non observable states. However, since this matrix has rank n then it

is solvable for xo- Moreover, once that xq is known then vector xrf I can be computed.

This valué can be given as the initial valué of the next observer. From this moment

on, the observer has the actual SLS state and the error will be zero. This procedure

will be applied every switching time, then the observation error will be zero, even

over commutations.

Example 5.3 Let the continuous part of a SLS be defined by the linear systems

family

Ei<

f

Ai =

x. L

E2< A2 =

*-. L

-12-10

0 1-10

0 0 0 0

1 | -2 1

0 1 -1
1

2

0 3 -1 á

0 0 0 0

0 0-21

,Ci =

"l/3_
10 0 0

2/3
0 10 0 ,Bi =

2

0 0 10
J

2/3

,c2 =

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

,B2 = B\

with u(t) — 3sin(2t), initial conditions x0
•iT

2 2 2 2 and initial LS Ei.
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Dlfwcta Systtrn

H

Figure 5.3: Hybrid Observer with Identification

The discrete part of the SLS is defined with the IPN of Figure 5-4, where LS Ei

will evolve when Mq
-\T

1 0

lT

0 1

(4.6)

and LS T,2 will evolve when Mi =

Predicates H(ts) define hyperplanes such that H(t3)x —

gs.

H(U) = [ o 0 1 0 ] with Qi
= 6

H(t2) = [ 0 0 1 0 ] with g2
= 6

The predicates define commutation hyperplanes, when the continuous system tra

jectory hits H(ts), then it enables transition ts. Transition ts fires if it is enabled and

a new marking in the IPN is obtained. The linear system that corresponds to the

new marking activates. For this example, initial conditions for the later system are

the final conditions of previous linear system as 5m0,Mi = <-*m-,m<-
= /•

First, the mode observer has to identify the LS that is evolving, for this, as the
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b b
ü

^ 4o*-
Figure 5.4: Left: IPN model of the discrete event part of SLS. Right: IPN model

observer.

IPN is event detectable, the observer shown in Figure 5.4 will converge in at most

one commutation. After that the IPN observer state Mk is equal to marking Mk of

the IPN discrete part model of the SLS.

For the example, the IPN Observer will converge at most at íi = 0.96se<? which

is the first commutation time.

For the continuous part of the SLS, one should make partial order observers for

the LS that is evolving. These observers will estimate the state for the LS that the

IPN observer says is running. This is a two stage technique, since the IPN observer

has to converge for the continuos observer to work properly, and the partial order

observers need to know which LS is evolving.

Once the mode observer has converged to the discrete part of the system state.

partial observers will give information at each commutation for the state variables that

are observable for each LS. One can obtain from the vector state at commutations

the valúes of state variables that do converge as the LS are partially observable.

For the example, at íi the vector state is completely unknown, as the discrete

observer has just converged and previous states of the IPN observer may point the

LS partial observers incorrectly. From time ti the continuos observers will converge

for the observable variables of current LS. Notice that for the example the observable

variables of LS Ei are xi,x2 and x3 and for LS Ex observable variables are x3 and
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Figure 5.5: State x3

£4.

For this example, state variable X3 is always observable and is used to periodically

commutate the SLS, as it can be seen in Figure 5.5. The LS are represented by

numbers 0 and 1 for LS Ei and E2 respectively. The actual evolving LS is shown in

the same figure:

Using the general solution of linear systems at time Í2 = 2.53seg.

x(t2) = eA'to-^xiti) + / eAi(t2-T)Bu(r)dT
Jti

which can be stated as:

-i

x2

3.9780

-29.9964

_ eA2(t2-ti)

'

x\

'

x2

x3

+

_x\

-3.7567

-5.8654

-2.0484

-7.0693

because partial observers give information on observable states of x(Í2).

At commutation in time Í3 = 4.1se<7 the next equation can be stated:

x(t3)
_ pAi{t3-t2)x(t:0+ f\A^-<

Jt2
Bu(r)dr

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)
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which can be written as:

76.6307 xí 2.8536

81.6285

6.0175

_ eAi(t3-t2)
x2

3.9780

+

3.2449

2.0394

T3X/x -29.9964 11.1746

(4.10)

State vectors x(fi), x(t2) and x(Í3) can be calculated at time Í3 using (4.8) and

(4.10) as:

x(ti)

1.5741

2.0520

6.0264

4.7755

,x{t2)

-2.6842

19.4578

3.9780

-29.9964

and x(t3) =

76.6307

81.6285

6.0175

93.7014

(4.11)

At time f3 the state vector is completely known and is used to update the LS

observer.

Using only the partial observers may be enough in some cases, as energy tends to

disipate on stable variables on commutations.

It was presented a case where almost every state variable is unstable. Here, the

unobservable variables at each commutation is gaining energy as it can be seen in

Figure 5.6. Even when the variable error tends to zero when it is observable, once

it becomes unobservable on next commutation it gains energy from the previous

unobservable variables.

Using the computed state vector 2:^3) on the observer, the error goes to zero, see

Figure 5.7, as the LS observer state is the same as the LS system state.

This procedure is repeated at every commutation to avoid numerical errors.

Example 5.4 Let (YF,(Q,Mo)) be a SLS represented as in Definition 2.32, where

the IPN model is shown in Fig.4. 1, the functions •£>, n and 5mum, are given below.
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Figure 5.6: Observation error in each state.

The function -í> mapping from IPN markings to the linear systems is:

<í> (Mfc) = Em,
¿(t) = AMkx(r) + BMku(r)

y
= CMkx(r)

where matrices AMk, Bmw and Cm,, for each marking Mk, are described next:
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O 0 1 0.2 0 3 0.4 0.5 OS 0.7 0 8 0 9 1

Figure 5.7: Observation error in each state with observer correction.

Jfe $ (Mfc) = EMl: AMk BMk cMk
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k <S.(Mk) = ZMk AMk BMk CMk

2

/

\

■ -

1

0

0

1

-2 2 2

0-10

0 1 -1

0

1

0

0

2

0

T

3

/

\

0

0

1

1

-10 0

2-13

0 0-2

0

0

1

0

0

1

T

4

/

•i»

\

0

0

0

0

3 0 0

1 2 0

2 1 0

1

0

0

1

0

0

T

Hyperplanes related to markings and transitions are

H(h) =

H(t2) =

H(h) =

H(U) =

[001

[110

[0 01

[1 1 1

(4.12)

Predicates H(ts) define hyperplanes such that H(ts)x = 0. For simplicity the func

tion 6mí,Mj is the identity matrix.
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The DES is not marking- and sequence-detectable, as the IPN transitions are

silent and there are output related sequences for which their initial conditions cannot

be determined, For instance, the input-output symbols sequence related to ax =

Mn Mi ■ • • and a2 — M3 M4 • • ■ is the same sequence

*-Ts

u*x
=
u„. = \ e,U.[ 1 1 ] J U, [o 1 ]j (4.13)

then the current marking and the firing sequence of the IPN cannot be computed

with the input and the output information. However, sequences

Wr = £ 1 1 -(-2) 0 1 ,(1,2)

(e,[l l]T,(-2)) (e,[o l]T,(3)j--

(4.14)

(4.15)

where ü)ax,üa2 e A ((J7, (Q, M0))) determined using linear system identification, are

different from each other, and ax and a2 are distinguishable. This is true for every

output related sequences \o\ > 4 then by introducing the continuous system informa

tion the IPN becomes marking- and sequence-detectable.

Notice that every discrete sequence o starting from any marking ofM0 such that

\o\ > 4 can be written as cr = xwy where w = t2t3 or w = t3t2, the linear sys

tems sequence associated to each w are *(Mo)$(Mi)$(M3) and $(M0)<I>(M2)<í>(M3)

respectively, the observability matrix of each sequence is

0„

Om0 Om0

HmoM HmoM

Om\ and 0W2
-

Om2

HmiM Hm2,\,2

Om3 Om3

(4.16)

with
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Figure 5.8: Observer of the Discrete State

Cm0 —

1 0 0 0 1 0

-2 1 0 Omi — 2 1 0 Om2 =

4 -5 0 6 1 0

OM3

0 0 1

0 0 -2

0 0 4

OM4

1 0 0

3 0 0

9 0 0

0 2 0

0 -2 0

0 2 0

(4.17)

Every linear system is not observable, however the observability matrix of iui and

w2 has full rank. Therefore the observability matrix of every sequence \o\ > 4 has

full rank. Henee by Theorem 4.2 the SLS is observable, and a hybrid observer can

be designed.

The Observer is a SLS, the discrete part is designed as in [27] which is shown in

Fig. 5.8.

The state observer for the continuous part is the LS
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$ (Mfc) = Em, <

Ht) = AMkx(r) + Büku(r)

+ Tm, (Cm„x(t)
-

Cúkx(r))

,

y(T) = cMkx(T)

where m.arking Mk is named as follows:

(4.18)

M0 =

Mi =

M2 =

M3 -

M4 =

[ 0 1 1 0 0 ]T

[ 0 0 1 1 0 f

[ o i o o i F

[ 0 0 0 1 1 f

[ 1 o o o o ]T

And LS matrices (AMk , BMk , Gmh) of the system E^, are the same as the matrices

(AMk,B^k,CMk) ofthe system EM . Evolving LS observer Em, may not be the same

as Em* at every time instant.

The observer constant matrices TMk are computed as

Tm,,
= [85 1739 Of

TMi
= [432 58 0]T

TM2
= [0 30 -30 ]r

lM3
= [ -30 30 30 ]T

r^4
= [30 0 oF

And the initial marking of the IPN observer is M3.

According to the firing rule, the IPN marking of the observer is equal to the IPN

marking of the system after two commutations, hereafter the continuous observer
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Figure 5.9: SLS states, observed states and observation error.

evolving corresponds to the evolving continuous system, the observable variables of

each linear systems are estimated (Fig. 5.9) and the estimation error converges to

zero (Fig. 5.9 and 5.10).

The observer herein presented is assimptotic. Once the discrete state has been

observed and it has been executed a sequence o such that the observability matrix

Oa has full rank, then, current state can be calculated at each commutation time.

This computed state vector can be used to set the initial condition for the continuous

observer for the next commutation.
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Figure 5.10: SLS Observer error for state vector for interval t = [20,30]



Chapter 6

On Controllability and Control of

SLS

Main objectives in this research include study of controllability and control in HS,

particularly for switched linear systems (SLS). It is .assumed that neither the contin

uous part ñor the discrete part are necessarily autonomous.

Hybrid Systems control may be used for the representation and control of phys

ical systems that modify their operation conditions and for the design of switching

controllers like Gain Scheduling [30] or Sliding Modes [31].

Controllability denotes the ability to traslate the state of a the SLS around its

entire state space using only admissible manipulations. Controllability is a qualitative

property of SLS.

Controllability of DES for SLS is generally based on Supervisory control theory

proposed by W.M. Wonham [32] , [33] ; essentially it states that a DES is controllable

if and only if the system behaviour may be restricted to a desired behaviour called

specification.

Controllability property on Linear Time Invariant (LTI) systems, states that

65
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there is always an input such that any initial state is traslated to any required state.

Controllability is presented by Chen in [6]. Wonham presents a geometrical charac

terization of controllability in [19] which will be used in this chapter.

There exist several works addressing control problems in HS and SLS, for instance

[2] and [3] deal with controllability in HS; [4] and [5] deal with stability. In the later

it is proved that the problem of stability in hybrid systems is NP-hard. However, if

it is possible to compute a Lyapunov function for all linear systems LSi e T then

stability is guarantied. It has also been proved that the controllability in some HS

subclasses is an NP-hard problem.

Controllability in SLS can be defined using reachability subspaces. It can be

stated, from a geometrical point of view, when an SLS is controllable, unfortunately

this does not lead to controllability conditions.

Model Predictive Control (MPC) may be used to control LS and HS. MPC

is a widely used type of control. It is used in industry, and in applications fields

such as automotive and aerospace. Among main advantages of MPC are that it is

a predictive control technique, which means MPC estimates the future behaviour of

the system and activates the control action based on it, and it is an optimal control

technique.

In this chapter, Controllability of SLS is presented. The analysis of this property

is stated as Arias and Ruiz did in [34]. Reachable subspaces for SLS, and some

conclusions on SLS Controllability are stated.

MPC is presented for periodic discrete-time time-varying linear systems, that may

be extended to SLS. Two approaches will be presented: (i) Solving the MPC problem

on-line through quadratic programming using fast QP methods, or (ii) Approximating

off-line the control law through interpolating or approximating functions, that are

evaluated on-line.
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6.1 Controllability in SLS

Controllability in LTI systems describes the ability of an external input to traslate

the internal state of a system from any initial state to any other final state in a finite

time interval.

Definition 6.1 LTI system E(A, B, C) , represented by equation (2.1), is control

lable if for any x(t0),x(ti), there exists an input u(t) which is able to transfer state

x(to) into state x(ti) in a finite time T\.

Geometrical characterization of controllability [19] is based in the analysis of its

reachable state formed by the solution of the state equation.

The solution to the LTI dynamic equation given in (2.1) is

x (t) = eA{-T-To)x(T0) + í e^'^Bu (q) (k (6.1)
•'TO

which is formed by both autonomous and forced responses.

The autonomous dynamic response eA^T~T°^x(To) generates the set of states trans

formed from the state x(t0) due to state transition eA^T~T°\

Forced dynamics of the LTI system may be expresed, using its Taylor expansión,

as

rT
°°

rT -i

/ eA^Bu (?) dc = Y,AkB / ¿(r - c)ku(c)dc (6.2)
Jt0 fc=0 Jto *■

States that are part of forced dynamics may be represented as the linear combi

nation of vectors from matrices {AkB \k = 0, 1, .... oo } In general, forced dynamics

form an state subspace, which is composed by every state that can be reached from

x(tq). In [6], it is shown that controllability of system E (A, B, C) is determined by the

linear independency of the n rows of matrix eA<~T~^B. If E (A, B, C) is controllable,

then there exist at least n lineary independent vectors in [AkB [k = 0, 1, ..., oo }, i.e.
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the generated space by the forced response of the LTI system is the same as the state

space. Which is also a necessary condition.

Reachable subspace i?0 of E (A, B, C) is the space generated by every state that

is part of a solution of E (A, B, C) when x(t0) = 0.

In [19] it is shown that if

í eA^Bu(c;)d<;,T>To
Jto

(6.3)

then the reachable states may be represented as a linear combination of vectors

{AT~lB \r = 1,2, ...,n}, with n the size of vector x(t). In general, reachable states

belong to the addition of subspaces lm(B) , Alm(B) ,
Á2 lm(B), ..., An_1 Im(5) i.e.

x e Im(B) + A lm(B) + A2 Im(B) + ... + An~l Im(5)

denoted as

(A| lm(B)) = lm(B) + A Im(B) + A2 lm(B) + ... + A"'1 Im(£)

(6.4)

(6,5)

Subspace (A\ lm(B)) is the minimal A — invariant subspace which contains the

image of B, i.e.

Vx e (A\ lm{B)) ,
Ax e (A\ lm(B)) and

Vu(t) e Rp, Bu(t) e (A\ Im(S))

Reachable subspace is defined as

Ro = (A\ lm(B))

Example 6.2 Let E (A, B, C) be a LTI system with

(6.6)

(6.7)

A =

1 0

,B =

1

1 1 0
(6.8)

Then, R0 = (A\lm{B)) = R2
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Notice that, if Rn is the state space, R = R"/R0 the quotient space, P : Rn—■ R the

canonical projection, .and A the mapping induced in Rn by A, then x — Px, and the

system E (A, B, C) represented in the quotient space Rn/R0 is x(r) = Áx(t). Control

law u(t) can not affect the states that belong to the set x mod Ro 7*= 0, and only if

Ro = Rn then E (A, B, C) is controllable.

Controllability definition used for DES will be the one stated by W.M. Wonham

[32], [33]; in his work it is stated that a DES is controllable with respect to a desired

behaviour if and only if it is possible to restrict the system behaviour to that which

is desired.

In this work, controllability in SLS will be addressed in two ways (as in [34]):

First, it will be addessed for SLS where transitions on the DES are manipulable.

And later, systems where transitions are non manipulable.

6.1.1 SLS with manipulable transitions

Manipulable transitions allow to control the discrete dynamics. When every transition

in a SLS is manipulable, it is posible to forze its commutations until a particular LS

is reached, and even stay in this system until it is necessary. For this kind of SLS it

is very useful to characterize when it is possible to restrict the discrete dynamics for

a particular LS to be activated. It is also important to have the ability of staying in

any LS for as long as necessary, i. e. any LS can be activated and it may stay active

for as long as needed.

In this type of SLS, any system state may be a commutation state. Then, the

discrete dynamics controls the continuous state trajectories.

Next, an example is presented to illustrate this property. Both LS in the example

are uncontrollable.

Example 6.3 Let the continuous part of a SLS be defined by the linear systems
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family

Figure 6.1: Discrete model of SLS

Ei i Ai =
0 1

,Bi =
0

i -1 0 0
\

:

-,

*- J

E2< A2 =
1 2

,B2 =
1

*.

0 3
.

1

and the discrete part defined by the Petri net of Figure 6.1.

In this system, each linear system is uncóntrollable and the SLS is controllable.

Here, Ex is an autonomous system and the maximal controllability subspace of E2 is

Rq.

Ro = (Ai|Si) = span <

0
V L

■Ro = (A-\B2) + (A2\R¡) = span <

R¡ = (^i|Bi) + (Ai|JR02) = span

(6.9)

The reachability space can be expanded in each commutation. For this example,

with initial marking M0 = [ o 0 ]T reachable space is i?¿, after first commutation

reachable space is now R2, and after second commutation, the reachable space is i?¿\
which is controllable. The reachable space has been expanded to R2
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Figure 6.2: Phase portraits of the LS of SLS.

Phase portraits of the system can be seen on Figure 6.2. There, controllability can

be appreciated. If it is intended to go from state Xi to state x2 then linear system

Ei may evolve until system state belongs to the reachability space of E2, switch the

continuous dynamics to that of T.2 and then move along its invariant until system

state is such that if returned to Ei one can move within its controllable subspace and

reach x2.

6.1.2 SLS with non manipulable transitions

When transitions are non manipulable, a HS may be uncontrollable even when each

linear system is controllable. In next example it will be shown what happens when

system state is restricted by hyperplanes.

Example 6.4 Let the continuous part of a SLS be defined by

Ei { Ai =
0 -1

,Bi =
0

1 -2 1
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Figure 6.3: Vector field of LS Ei of SLS

0 1

1 0

,B2 =
0

1

the discrete part defined by the Petri net of Figure 6.1, and hyperplanes on both

transitions defined as h : Xi + x2
= 3.

System Ei is controllable and one can find an input for the system to go from

system state xq to Xi, in some finite time ti. But even the states are very cióse, the

trajectory may not be cióse to them. The vector field of system variable Xi is fixed, so

the dynamics depends onx2. If x2 is positive, thenxi decreaces, andifxx is negative,

then x2 grows. As control is not bounded, then it may go in any direction of the vector

field. In Figure 6.3 it can be seen that, for system Ei; for the system state to go from

state Xo to xi it should follow a trajectory that may hit an hyperplane, and this is

what makes uncontrollable a SLS.

In Figure 6.4 it is presented the vector fields directions of system variables in

different sections or regions of the system state space. There are system states x

which cannot reach other states in its same región without hitting an hyperplane, i.e.

the trajectory that it should follow, even if it exists, goes through several regions.
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Figure 6.4: Vector fields directions of SLS

In general, in systems of dimensión 2, it can be defined two kinds of regions,

one where system trajectories transíate into those regions will not be able to exit

unless the system commutes, and another one where states from the región will not

be reached by states outside this región, unless the SLS commute.

In systems with larger dimensión, the number of regions explodes and it becomes

very difficult to enumérate every class of them, and controllability becomes more

complex.

•It has been proved ([2], [3], [4], [5]), that the controllability and stability in some

HS subclasses are NP-hard problems.

This, and previous section show issues in controlling HS, in particular SLS. Con

trollability has not been studied further.

6.2 Model Predictive Control

Model Predictive Control (MPC) may be used to control HS. MPC is a widely used

type of digital control, it is also known as MBPC (Model Based Predictive Control).

It is used in industry, and in applications fields as automotive and aerospace. Among

main advantages of MPC are that it is a predictive control technique, which means
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MPC estimates the future beaviour of the system and activates the control action

based on it, and it is an optimal control technique, i.e. it looks for the optimal solution,

taking into account a set of constraints, in order to minimize a cost function.

In literature, there are several different variants of the MPC paradigm, each one

with its own special features, but all of them rely on the idea of generating valúes

for process inputs as solution- of an on-line optimization problem. That problem

is constucted on the basis of a process model and process measurements. Process

measurements provide the feedback element in the MPC structure.

Figure 6.5 makes it clear that the behavior of an MPC system can be quite compli

cated, because the control action is determined as the result ofthe on-line optimization

problem. While engineering intuition may frequently be- used in the analysis of the

behavior or in the design of MPC system, theory can provide valuable help. Theory

can augment human judgement and intuition in the development and implementa

tion of better MPC system that can realize their full potential as "advanced" control

system. Some of the benefits of improved MPC system are better control perfor

mance, less down time, reduced maintenance requirements, and improved flexibility

and agility.

In Model Predictive Control, the control action is obtained by solving an on

line optimization problem, based on a given prediction model. If the prediction

model is linear (possibly time-varying), constraints are linear, and the cost function

is quadratic, the resulting optimization problem is a quadratic program (QP). The

control variable u(t) is found at each step solving the MPC problem
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min x(t + tf(t))TQfx(t + tf(t)) + £Í2"JU/W x'(t)Qx(t) + u'(t)Ru(t)

subj. to XImin < x(f + tf(t)) **: Xfmaw

Xmin < X(r) ^ XmarJ., f ^ í/(í)

í/min **$ U(r) < C/mo:I.

x(r + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), T = t,t + l,...,t +T-l

(6.10)

where T is the length ofthe prediction horizon, and with variables x(f-H), ..., x(f-f

T) and u(t), ..., u(t +T- 1). Here, Q = QT € R"xn, R = RT e Rmxm, 0/ = Q'¡ €

■"-
i *<^mtn) "miiii *^/mj„ G i»- and Umin, Umax e XV .

Problem (6.10) is a convex QP Let u*(í), ...,u*(í +T- l),x*(í + 1), ...,x*(t + T)

be optimal for problem (6.10). The MPC policy takes u(t) — u*(t). So the input

u(t) is a complicated function of the current state x(f), henee the MPC policy has

a static state-feedback form u(t) = ipmpc(x(t)). When the quadratic cost term is

positive definite [35] it can be shown that tfmpc(x(t)) is a piecewise-affine function.

Several approaches exist to compute the control action. Fast MPC (Fast Model

Predictive Control) solver of [36], is based on interior-point methods is a recent and

commonly used solver

Fast MPC uses a collection of methods that simplify the structure of the QP

.and speed up the calculation of the control law. The main strategy is to re-ordering

appropriately the variable, such that the interior-póint search direction at each step

can be found by solving a block tridiagonal system of linear equations. In this way a

problem with state dimensión n, input dimensión m and horizon T takes 0(T(n+m)3)

operations per step, instead of 0(1^^ + m)3) if the variables are not re-ordered.

Another technique used in Fast MPC is warm-starting [37], [38], in which at each

step, the problem is initialized using the predictions made in the previous step. This

technique has been proveed to reduce the number of steps required by a factor of 5
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or more.

6.3 On model predictive control law

Matrices Qf, Q, and R are the tuning knobs of the MPC controller. Control law is

defined by a set of them such that fullfills (6.10).

Next, it will be presented altemative ways of implementing the model predictive

control law using off-line function approximation techniques to get an approximate

explicit form of the control law.

In MPC the control, action is given by solving a finite horizon optimal control

problem on-line at each time instant. A possible drawback of this method is that the

optimization problem may be computationally too expensive, or require excessively

complex control code. This problem has usually labeledMPC as a technology for slow

processes. The increase in computational performance and memory in microcontroller

and computers are progressively changing the concept of "slow" but still solving a

QP prevents the application of MPC in many contexts.

To overeóme these problems, an altemative approach to evalúate the MPC law

was proposed in [35] for linear time-invariant systems with constraints, where most

of the computations are performed off-line, and on-line computations reduce to the

simple evaluation of a piecewise affine function. The idea is to solve the QP problem

off-line for all vectors x within a given range, instead of solving it on-line for the

current vector x(f ), and make the dependence of u on x explicit. So, the key idea is to

treat the QP problem as a multiparametric quadratic programming problem, where

x(f) is the vector of parameters.

Exact explicit approach of [35] is not directly applicable to time-varying MPC.

Henee, altemative approaches to get explicit solutions that, although approximate,

preserve the property of simple on-line operations for function evaluation may be used.
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The idea is to genérate samples off-line of the optimal control profile using the QP

formulation described in the previous sections, and then use function approximation

techniques to determine an approximate form of the MPC control law beforehand.

Approximation functions based on either inverse distance weighting (IDW) in

terpolation [39] ,
or artificial neural network (ANN) [40] may be used. Both function

approximation methods have pros and cons: IDW needs no training, but it requires

the data points used for approximation to be stored on-line. On the other hand,

ANN must be trained off-line using nonlinear optimization procedures, but has the

advantage that only the identified ANN parameters need to be stored on-line.

6.3.1 Inverse Distance Weighting

The inverse distance weighting (IDW) method for multivariate interpolation [39]

allows the creation of continuous surfaces from a discrete set of data. The method is

based on the following interpolation function

^hWk(x}\\k ifx^Xfc,Vfc = 0,...,AT
fl(x) =

) E¡Lo»*W
T

(6.11)

tífc if X = Xfc
4

where

W*W =

3r-5 (6-12)
d(x,Xfc)P

is the weighting function, x is an interpolated point, {xk}k=0 are the known grid

points, d(-, ■) a distance between two points, N is the total number of grid points

and p is a positive real power parameter. Greater valúes of p assign greater influence

to valúes closest to the interpolated point. Clearly, as the distance from x to xk

increases, the weight wk(x) decreases.
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6.3.2 Artificial Neural Network

Artificial neural networks consist in nonlinear and non-parametric models searching

relationships between certain input data provided, through the minimization of an

error fit functional. The power of ANN's is due to the ability of identifying nu

merical relations between input data, omitting the natural or formal identification of

the model. As any method of processes modeling and system identification, neural

networks are only efficient if the input data contain sufficient information. The usé of

inputs data with high correlation with the output data facilitates statistical process

ing of the network, providing better results. The most important step in constructing

ANNs is the training phase, which consists of comparing the input data with the

expected known output outcome (the target), determining the influence of activated

synaptic connections between neurons. If the number of analyzed variables is very

high, this phase may require a long time to determine an acceptable condition for

convergence.
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Figure 6.5: Model Predictive Control Scheme
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This work deals with Joint State-Mode Observability in finite time of SLS for au

tonomous and non autonomous systems, and the design of an asymptotic observer

for these systems.

The presented model can be applied to Jump Linear Systems where commutation

of the systems does not depend on the continuous variables therefore there is no

hyperplane equations, and to Piecewise Affine Systems where hyperplane information

is known. It can also be applied to systems where continuous mode identification is

possible with or without hyperplane information.

It exploits the input and output information of the SLS (both continuous and

discrete information) to compute the discrete and the continuous state in joint mode.

In the first one the current marking sequence (discrete state trajectory) is computed

and, based on this information in the second stage the continuous state is computed.

It is worth noticing that the results herein presented are valid for all possible system

inputs, so the results are applied either if the SLS is under a control action or in

open loop mode.

Observability property is obtained using information from both, the discrete and

81
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the continuous part, using complete or partial information from both. It is important

to say that every LS in the continuous part may be unobservable and the Petri

net of the discrete part be unobservable also, and the complete SLS be observable.

When the discrete part is unobservable, and the information from it is not enough

to uniquely determine in which state the DES is, then the joint mode scheme helps

to discern between possible discrete states using information or partial information

from the continuous part. Also, using identification and information from the discrete

part, the continuous observer may reset the variables which, in turn, are now to be

unobservable.

Controllability conditions were studied. Also some cases where the SLS is con

trollable even when its LS are uncontrollable, were studied. It was possible to deffine

subregions of the state space where the system still controllable, but it is not possible

to state conditions on controllability or controllability subspaces, as the regions where

the system remains controllable are not related to its subspaces. SLS composed of

linear system of dimenssion 2 and linear hyperplanes were characterized, but it was

not extended for larger dimenssions as the problem became undrivable.

Controllability was no further studied as it has been proved ([2], [3], [4], [5]),

that controllability and stability properties in some HS subclasses are NP — hard

problems.

MPC has been presented for its use on periodic time-varying linear systems, that

may be extended to SLS. MPC was succesfully used to solve an aerospace problem.

The design of the MPC is rather straightforward once a linear discrete-time time-

varying model was available. System constraints are added to the system model

for the control formulation. Two approaches were implemented: (i) Solving the

MPC problem on-line through quadratic programming using fast QP methods, or

(ii) Approximating off-line the control law through interpolating or approximating

functions, that are evaluated on-line.
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The use of control law off-line approximation gave better results than those using

on-line through quadratic programming using fast QP methods. IDW Interpolation

results were very similar to those obtained using ANN.

Future work includes the design Hybrid Systems observers using subspace identi

fication of Linear Systems together with Partial Discrete observation, extend study

and results to MIMO systems and study of Geometrical Control and MPC for SLS.
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